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Resumen 
 
 
El motivo principal de este TFC es el estudio de la importancia de la 
centralización y correlación de eventos en una organización, tanto desde el 
punto de vista de la seguridad como en el cumplimiento de las políticas, 
estándares y requerimientos legales. La implementación de una herramienta 
SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) en un negocio facilita 
además los controles de auditoria, y reduce los costes de los mismos a través 
de la centralización de todos los eventos que se producen en la empresa. 
 
Se ha realizado un análisis del mercado SIEM, con el objetivo de poder elegir 
la solución adecuada para GE Money Bank. Para realizar este análisis se han 
estudiado las propuestas de los productos ofrecidos por los líderes del 
mercado. Se han estudiado sus ventajas, desventajas, y posteriormente se 
han contrastado con las necesidades que deseaba cubrir el banco con la 
implementación de esta herramienta.  
 
Posteriormente se han detallado las funcionalidades, los módulos de los que 
está compuesta y la arquitectura de la herramienta escogida como la más 
adecuada para el banco. Este capítulo permite a los lectores del TFC  
familiarizarse con cada uno de los módulos de los que esta compuesto la 
herramienta de gestión, y asocien sus funciones con las fases que se han 
seguido para el despliegue de la herramienta. 
 
También se explica el proceso seguido para la implementación de una 
herramienta SIEM en GE Money Bank. Durante el proceso de implementación 
se debe realizar un correcto seguimiento de las fases definidas para el 
desarrollo. En la primera fase, el negocio define e identifica los requerimientos 
que desea cumplir con el despliegue del gestor para la centralización y 
correlación de eventos. Posteriormente se describe cada fase que se ha 
seguido hasta que la herramienta es capaz de generar reportes con alertas y 
eventos que cumplan con los requisitos discutidos en la primera fase.   
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Overview 
 
 
The main objective for this Thesis is the study of the importance of 
centralization and correlation of events in an organization, both from the 
standpoint of security or compliance policies, standards and legal 
requirements. The implementation of a SIEM tool (Security Information and 
Event Management) in a business also provides auditing controls, and 
reduces  the costs of them through the centralization of all events that occur in 
the company. 
 
There is an analysis of the SIEM market, in order to choose the right solution 
for GE Money Bank. To perform this analysis we have studied the proposals of 
the products offered by the market leaders. We have analyzed the 
advantages, disadvantages, and then these features were contrasted with the 
business needs to meet  with the implementation of this tool. 
 
Subsequently we have been detailed the capacities, the modules, and the 
architecture of the tool chosen as the most appropriate for GE Money Bank. 
This chapter allows readers to familiarize with each modules that comprises 
the management tool and associate its functions with the phases that have 
been followed for the deployment of the tool. 
 
It also explains the process of implementation of a SIEM tool in GEMB. During 
the deployment process must be a proper monitoring of the phases identified 
for development. In the first phase, the business defines and identifies the 
requirements to meet. Subsequently describes each phase followed until the 
tool is able to generate reports with alerts and events that meet the 
requirements discussed in the first phase. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The main purpose of this project is to reflect the importance residing on 
collecting events with a centralized system and correlate them to generate 
alerts. Nowadays the Security Information and Event Management is one the 
fastest-growing security markets. This growth is due to the demand growth of 
products which provide the security of the business continuity and minimize 
efforts and cost for all the business areas. 
 
Compliance, security and IT operations teams of a company appreciate the 
importance in collecting, storing, and analyzing log data in order to facilitate the 
evaluation of the risk posture, compliance and audit automation. A log 
management system supports enterprise-wide events across heterogeneous 
infrastructures, large variety sources, ranging from network and security devices 
to databases and homegrown applications.  
 
According to the Gartner Magic Quadrant Q108 [1], security information grew 
more than 50% in 2007 and 30% in 2008. Nowadays there are more than 20 
vendors competing at the SIEM market. 
 
This project has described the deployment of a centralized event collector in GE 
Money Bank, a finance entity where the implementation of a centralized event 
collector system was required to optimize and improve the business processes 
(audit, finance, fraud, operations, legal, compliance, IT …) and the security 
metrics.  Before this implementation the logs and events generated by all the 
devices/application were manually managed, and only major events were 
collected to meet the audit controls, as one may suppose, the previous method 
involved a tedious and error-prone work.     
 
Chapter one focuses on the understanding and assimilation of the key concepts 
discussed throughout the project, such as event, log, events centralization, 
collection, correlation, compliance, etc…. In the same chapter is also explained 
the main modules of the tools designed to event centralization and correlation, 
and an analysis of the market for the solutions proposed by the vendors that 
manufacture and distribute these tools. 
 
The next chapter explains with more details one of the tools discussed on 
chapter 1, which is the solution chosen to deploy at GE Money Bank (GEMB), 
Intellitactics Security Manager (ISM). Its capabilities, performance functions, 
architecture, main modules are exposed in this section. 
 
The last section is dedicated to the deployment of an ISM environment on an 
organization, in this specific case, at GEMB. The deployment is explained on a 
general process comprised by six phases which indicates the steps that must 
follow to deploy a Security Event and Information Management environment. 
The role of the authorr in this project is reflected on the explanation of one of 
the controls implemented to monitor with the central event management tool 
(Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found) the capabilities and value of the tool 
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installed. Integrate the business device/applications and help with the controls 
monitored was the author main tasks on the deployment.  
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CHAPTER 1. EVENTS CENTRALIZATION AND 
CORRELATION 
 
This chapter is the introduction to the main topic of the thesis, Events 
Centralization and Correlation. The assimilation, explanation and the estimation 
of the importance of these terms as an entire idea is the principal objective of 
this chapter. Is also discussed the environments or tools deployed to manage 
this concepts and their general architecture. The section is focused on explain 
some concepts, which will be used very often on the paper (logs, events, 
compliance…), in order to get familiar with them.  
 
The broad variety of vendors that offer management tools to treat the security 
information is also another topic detailed in this chapter. Finally, there is a 
general view of the most important vendors and their features on the event 
management market.   
 
The regulatory compliance such as the Organic Law on Data Protection (LOPD) 
[17], PCI DSS [17], HIPAA [20] & Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) [18], among others, 
has been the final trigger to accelerate the implementation of Centralized event 
log management environments for applications and systems. 
 
Besides legal regulations, there is also the need of meeting standards such as 
ISO/IEC 17799[11] (also named ISO 27002) which is a security information 
standard published as ISO/IEC 1779:200 with the title Information technology- 
Security techniques-Code of practice for information security management. This 
regulation contains many articles, which every organization must meet, such as:  
 
“10.10.1: Audit Logging. Audit logs recording user activities, exceptions, and 
information security events should be produced and kept for an agreed period 
to assist in future investigations and access control monitoring.” 
 
As we see in the previous article property of ISO 27002 explains that a business 
must collect all logs that are produced in the company. These logs can later be 
used in future research as well as to compliance legal requirements or as 
forensics incidents resources. If we  want to meet the ISO 27002 in an easy and 
comfortable way, we would use a centralized manager that collects logs in the 
company. 
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1.1. Introducing Events Centralization and Correlation 
Systems 
 
The volume of data generated by the systems events is of considerable 
importance as a source of information for any organization. The proper control 
of this data ensures that the legal & compliance obligations will be 
accomplished and to address IT security risk.  The need to include the real-time 
monitoring of the network arises by the growing threats to the business 
continuity. Business need to be able to make a thorough analysis and detailed 
report-data to meet stringent and ever more demanding legal and compliance 
obligations. 
 
Nowadays, there are three defined types of environments on the events 
management systems: SEM (Security Event Management) Tools, SIM (Security 
Information Management) Tools and SIEM (Security Information and Event 
Management) tools. 
 
1.1.1. Importance of Events Centralization and Correlation 
Systems 
 
Events Centralization allows an organization to access and utilize devices that 
would not be available or have direct contact otherwise.  When an organization 
has a centralized events system, the business benefits from the global visibility 
offered by the security stand. This system also controls the cost of 
demonstrating compliance and reduces the complexity of managing a 
heterogeneous IT infrastructure.  
 
These tools facilitate compliance efforts with centralized log management, 
dashboard and reporting capabilities. Also there is an indirect benefit: the 
management tool recollects logs in real time. This fact ensures the non-
manipulation of these logs. Another benefit is that it manages security 
operations effectively and efficiently with centralized security event correlation, 
prioritization, investigation and response. 
 
Data retention is one of the problems solved implementing an event 
centralization system. When the logs generated by the devices are not 
recollected, is hard meet the legal regulations about the data retention and all 
kind of logs rotation become in a tedious manual process. 
   
The following table is a resume of the most common regulations of Data 
Retention. This table has been extracted from a management guide of ArcSight 
[9]. This company is the market leader of event centralized systems. It will be 
explained in the following chapters. 
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Table 1 Regulations of Data Retention 
 
Normative Retention requirement (year) 
SOX 7 
PCI 1 
GLBA 6 
UE Data Retention 
Directive 2 
Basel II 7 
HIPAA 6 or 7 
NERC 3 
FISMA 3 
 
Other problem that try to solve a centralized event management system is 
reduce the number internal attacks. According to USSS/CERT Insider Threat 
Survey 2005 [2], internal attack cost 6 % of gross annual revenue. This 
percentage is equivalent to $400 Billions in the US alone. Some facts like this, 
motive the regulators and auditors to make security information an urgent 
matter. 
 
Compliance 
 
Businesses try to improve processes to implement controls to support policies 
in order to comply industry and regulatory standards. For example access 
controls defined by CoBit [12] and ISO 17799 [11] implemented to address 
HIPAA [20] standards and PCI standards for “who has access to what data 
when”. Logs track user access to HIPAA and PCI [17] assets and verify 
whether the controls are effective.[13] 
  
The continuous development is just as important to a compliance audit as 
approving that controls are in place, e. g., we can be part of the creation of a 
new network-based access control to look after the threats of unwanted access, 
or helping to identify applications incidents that can cause failed login attempts. 
 
Operations 
 
We can extract important information when we have an error log and the logs 
generated solving this error. Parsing a log into a normalized format benefits the 
search method, all the logs are saved with the same format. The central event 
management systems manage events (normalized logs) and match the 
incoming log with a defined event modeling to facilitated the management 
operations and integrate this logs with the business continuity functions. 
 
Forensic investigation 
 
Clues to an attack are preserved in some way in one log file or another. In the 
case of internal investigations, these logs may be from users attempting to 
authenticate into various systems and applications. Database logs, application-
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specific logs or VPN and operating systems logs are used in forensic analysis to 
discover the real cause of this incident. 
 
1.1.2. Logs and Events 
 
A log is an official record of operations during a particular period of time. For IT 
Security professionals, a log is used to record data or to obtain information on 
who, what, when, where and why1 an activity occurs for a particular device or 
application. Then we have the ability to analyze the device or application 
activities.   
 
Fig 1 is an example of a raw log collected: 
 
  
Fig 1. Example of a log. 
 
The above image is a screenshot of one log produced in a company. It says 
that a virus scan has been canceled. In the log we were informed about some 
aspects, the time that has occurred, the machine where an event occurs and 
the server which reports. As we will see later if we want to review this 
information in a more intelligible format we must parse the log. 
 
Once the log is parsed as a normalized format (any log format incoming from 
the devices will be translated on a “unique format log”), then we have an event. 
Parsed logs or events facilitate the management of the information when you 
have to deploy a centralized management tool.  
 
Fig 2 is a screenshot with some normalized events:  
 
 
Fig 2. Example of some Normalized events 
 
                                            
1
 W5: These five words are the five questions to understand something that happened. A log is 
a good way to answer these questions. 
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As we see in previous image, the W5 are answered with the standard format of 
an event. If we want to keep track of what happened in the system must parse 
the logs to generate events. 
1.1.3. SEM Tools 
 
SEM tools, or Security Event Management, are tools for managing security 
events generated by security systems. Such as the events generated by the 
IDSS, Personal Firewalls, Scanners, IPSS, Firewalls, etc. 
 
The amount of events generated by the security systems turn the environment 
intractable and difficult to prioritize. The capacity of the log centralization and 
correlation tools, SEM, have simplified the management of these information 
and also remove unnecessary traces, prioritizing  each one of them as they are 
defined by the IT team.  
 
This centralization facilitates the reduction of events, elimination of false 
positives, and prioritization of alerts. 
 
Most of SEM tools are proprietary, accepting some or none events generated 
by other device manufacturers. In other hand, their management consoles have 
the ability to control the sensors when occurs a defined event, redefining 
normative or acting like they were programmed.    
 
1.1.4. SIM Tools 
 
SIM Tools (Security information Management) in general, manage all the 
systems information logs and traces, in order to offer a centralized control of the 
business process states. These tools basically collect the logs generated by the 
applications and operating systems. The control level that will provide a SIM 
tool directly depends of the traces generated by the applications that offer 
support to the business process, and the traces generated by the platforms that 
support them. 
 
These tools require a powerful query environment that meets the needs of each 
platform user. The platforms users are IT Security, IT Systems, IT Devel, 
Internal Audit, Fraud, etc. 
 
1.1.5. SIEM Tools 
 
SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) tools are a combination of 
the two types of tools outlined above. They are able to collect information of 
security events (SEM) and applications and operating systems (SIM). So we 
can say that these tools are capable of handling all the events generated in the 
business. 
 
Like the previous tools, SIEM have a powerful interface that simplifies the task 
of collecting and reviewing the events in the environment. Later we will see 
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various examples of these applications but we can highlight some examples 
such as ArcSight and Intellitactics Security Manager 
1.1.6. SIEM Architecture 
 
To familiarize ourselves with these tools, Fig 3 shows a general view of the 
common SIEM’s architecture. As we see in the image below “collector” collects 
logs through asking to various device/application or receiving events sent by 
these devices/applications. Once the data has been collected, can be stored 
into the database “Temporal Storage”. Through the “Application Server” 
administrative users can access to the information resources stored into the 
database. In the following paragraphs I will detail all of these modules. 
 
 
Fig 3. SIEM General Architecture, Source: GE Documents  
Collector role 
 
There are three types of ways to collect the logs at an organization, real-time 
collection (using events generators), scheduled collection and with events 
collector (proprietary daemon). For all of these methods the information has to 
be encrypted before being sent. 
 
Real-time collection collects events in real time.  This way of collecting is based 
on events generators such as Syslog, SNMP, etc. In simple words when a 
device generates a log, these generators are in charge to report immediately to 
the collector about the logs in detail. 
 
Now we are going to describe an example of how to configure a Switch Catalyst 
to send logs to the SIEM platform. This is a Real-time collection example. 
Switch Cisco Catalyst uses syslog to build a message record. 
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• Add the Syslog-ng server of the SIEM platform: 
 
Console> (enable) set logging server 4.12.20.160 
4.12.20.160 added to the System logging server table. 
 
• Activate the message sending to the specified server : 
 
Console> (enable) set logging server enable  
System logging messages will be sent to the configured syslog 
servers. 
Console> (enable) 
 
• Configure the default message facility (local7): 
 
Console> (enable) set logging server facility local7 
System logging server facility set to <local7> 
Console> (enable)  
 
• Configure the default message severity (4): 
 
Console> (enable) set logging server severity 4 
System logging server severity set to <4> 
Console> (enable) 
 
The Scheduled collection however is a bit more complicated. This process 
involves asking the devices at programmed intervals of time about the logs 
generated by the system itself during that interval. The system has many ways 
of gathering that information, for example: interchanging data with FTP, 
consulting a HTTP interface, making queries to the database, or with dedicated 
sockets TCP/IP. 
 
Finally, there are Events collectors.  These daemons are installed at the device 
or application that will be monitored, and their function is to collect the logs and 
send them to the SIEM tool.  
 
Collection Daemon Requirements: 
 
• Keep Alive with Central Collector 
 
• Store sent logs pointer (ensure pending logs are sent if server is 
reloaded) 
 
Events collector (daemon): EventMonitor 
 
The EventMonitor is a program that acts as an event collector, which is installed 
on the device/application to send the information logs to the SIEM tool.  
 
Fig 4 shows the setting panel of the EventMonitor. On the Syslog box, the IP 
Address has to be the SIEM tool server IP address. This picture shows a 
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generic interface of one EventMonitor. In it we see how to toggle the devil and 
where we can store the log file. 
 
 
Fig 4. EventMonitor 
Temporal Storage role 
 
Its main objectives are: 
 
• Store all the information received from the collector. 
• Information classification (date, machine, system/app, etc). 
 
The temporal storage stores raw logs collected and events (normalized logs). 
This information is interchanged with the application server to create alerts and 
correlate events through the console. 
 
Application Server 
 
The application server is the interface between the centralized events system 
and a specialized analyst. This server includes the console where the alerts and 
reports are managed and created.  
1.2. The SIEM Technology Market 
 
In this section we will present the main products in the actual market. To 
understand better the classification as described below, we will use Gartner 
Magic Quadrant Q108 [1]. 
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The Gartner Magic Quadrant is based on two axes:  
 
Ability to Execute: Summarizes factors such as the vendor's financial viability, 
market responsiveness, product development, sales channels and customer 
base.  
 
Completeness of Vision: Reflects the vendor's innovation, whether the vendor 
drives or follows the market, and if the vendor's view of how the market will 
develop matches Gartner's perspective.  
 
We can appreciate on Fig 5 the concepts explained above, applied on the 
quadrant. 
 
Fig 5. Gartner Magic Quadrant Explanation, Source: Gartner [1] 
 
 
On Fig 6 we see the last report from Gartner Magic Quadrant, which shows the 
vendors and their positions at the market nowadays. 
 
According with the Gartner Magic Quadrant Q108 [1], the SIEM market is 
comprised with vendor’s products that are optimized for a specific use case, 
providing a mix of “good enough” functions for the most common use cases, or 
are broad and flexible but complex. 
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Fig 6. Gartner Magic Quadrant for SIEM 2008, Source: Gartner 
 
The SIEM market is oriented by three main facts: The new users and events to 
monitors, the broad set of customer’s demands, and the availability of 
technology at the market from vendors that also are proprietary vendors of 
some others products related with the IT security. 
 
In annex 1: Product of SIEM Market Leaders we present a brief explanation of 
the main products available on the market today. To understand the actual 
current market we’ve done a comparative table about different solutions. The 
table shows both the strengths and weaknesses of different applications. 
 
Table 2 shows a product comparative where is described the main advantages 
and disadvantages of each vendor’s solution product ranking above on the 
Magic Quadrant Fig 6.  
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Table 2 Products Comparative 1 
SIEM 
Tool PRO CON 
Ar
cS
ig
ht
 
 
(E
SM
) 
Has the Largest installed base of its point solution 
competitors. 
Requires substantial end-user expertise in 
areas such as database tuning, and customers 
typically comment on the investment in server-
side resources needed to support the 
deployment 
Provides the broadest SIEM function set. 
Its log management and collector provide capabilities that 
address common compliance use cases and simpler. 
Lighter-weight deployment options that complement its SEM-
focused ESM software 
Is an expensive Management tool for small 
business. 
Ci
sc
o 
Sy
st
em
s 
 
(M
ar
s) 
The MARS SIEM appliance provides "out of the box" network 
SEM capabilities and is integrated with Cisco Security 
Manager. 
Although MARS supports basic compliance 
monitoring for servers, it is not optimal for SIM 
deployments that require highly customized 
audit/reporting functions. 
MARS should also be considered by organizations that want 
to gain some NBA capabilities from their SIEM deployments. 
Langer enterprises with heterogeneous network 
device data source requirements, and those 
that require consolidated correlation or reporting 
across multiple appliances will find MARS 
insufficient for their specific needs 
RS
A 
 
(en
Vi
si
o
n
) 
RSA enVision should be considered in cases where all data 
needs to be collected and available for analysis, and where a 
need exist for SEM and SIM capabilities. Organizations that need to enable a full-function 
security console for SOC should consider 
solutions that provide more function or flexibility 
in this areas. 
Because of its ease deployment, the appliance should also be 
considered in environments where customers have limited 
personnel resources to manage servers and databases as 
part of their SIEM implementation. 
Sy
m
an
te
c 
(S
SI
M
) Symantec's Security Information Manager appliance provides 
SIM, SEM and log management functions that are scalable 
and easy to deploy 
Symantec needs to improve reporting and 
analytics functions to accommodate the needs 
of stakeholders outsides the IT security 
technical areas. 
Ne
tIQ
 
NetIQ Security Manager is most appropriate for deployments 
that are focused primarily on host log analysis for user and 
resource access monitoring and regulatory compliance 
reporting. NetIQ is not optimized for deployments that are 
primarily focused on event management for 
network and security devices. The core offering is designed to process a filtered subset of 
log data, but integrated log data collection and archiving 
capabilities can be used to collect and analyze all log data 
from every source. 
CA
 
CA
 
Au
di
t a
n
d 
SC
C 
-
SE
M
 
CA's SIEM solutions provide SIM and SEM capabilities for 
network and security devices, but they are most commonly 
deployed for user activity monitoring on host systems. 
Deployments of SCC for the network security 
use case are not widespread. 
Its SIEM solutions are tightly integrated with the IAM solutions 
provided by CA. To meet requirements for the majority of SIEM 
buyers, CA needs to provide simplified 
deployment options for use cases that require a 
combination of compliance reporting, log 
management and “light” SEM. 
CA's SIEM solutions are especially well-suited for 
organizations that have already implemented other CA IAM or 
system management products that integrate with SCC or are 
willing to implement the CA suite to address requirements 
beyond SIEM. 
In
te
llit
ac
tic
s 
(IS
M
) The current release of Intellitactics Security Manager contains user interface improvements and expanded, predefined 
functionality that reduces deployment and support labor when 
compared with previous releases. 
Intellitactics must continue to reduce the 
technical skill requirements needed to provide a 
better match to the requirements of the broader 
SIEM market. 
Intellitactics log aggregation appliance – in combination with 
Security Manager's proprietary, compressed back store – 
enables for efficient collection and online storage of large 
amounts of log data in combination with function event 
management. 
Intellitactics needs to find ways to reach the 
broader market as it simplifies its offerings for 
expanded use cases 
*Source: Gartner Magic Quadrant for SIEM 2008 [1] 
 
It is important, the relationship between the security provider and business. If it 
is a known provider who works in the organization, its vision of the product and 
its solution should facilitate the implementation. 
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ArcSight is the leader on the Security Information and events management 
market. But is not a viable solution to deploy at small business, because the 
implementation cost is determined by the numbers of servers that the business 
has. 
 
On the other hand, the product solution proposed by Intellitactics (ISM) which its 
capabilities are very similar to the ArcSight tool, their cost is based on the 
average events per day, then -you never pay for more than you need-. This 
feature is ideal for small business. 
 
Table 3 is a graphic comparative table where is ranked principals product 
solution deployed in the market, this table evaluates the main features that must 
has every central event management tool. 
 
Table 3 Products Comparative 2 
 
Feature/Function Intellitactics (Safe LP) RSA enVision ArcSight Logger 
Cisco 
MARS Log Logic 
Broad devices support      
Parse & normalize       
Storage capacity included       
Event exploration 
     
Visual data analysis 
   
    
Event reports      
Notification      
Configurable dashboards                ? 
Compliance reports      
Scalability      
Correlation/aggregation       
Ease of use/GUI      
Easy Installation      
*Source: Intellitactics [13] 
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CHAPTER 2. INTELLITACTICS 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to expand about the management tool proposed 
by Intellitactics (ISM) [13] which is the solution chosen by GE Money bank as 
the most adequate tool to deploy. This product is the most viable solution for 
small business, because their performance features, installation and 
management are very similar to the SIEM market leader, ArcSight [10], but in 
term of cost, implementing ISM can cost a half of ArcSight price.  
 
Chapter 2 exposes a more complete and detailed review about Intellitactics 
Security Manager, their characteristics, capabilities,  modular architecture and 
their main modules and their functions. 
 
Also is explained the types of correlation (alerts) that can be created by ISM, 
and finally, a resume of reports that the management tool can automatically 
generate (compliance reports, legal requirements,…) and the ones that can 
create the person who manage the tool through the consoles. 
 
2.1. Intellitactics Security Manager 
 
Intellitactics Security Manager (ISM) [13] is a solution available on the market 
that allows organizations to have control over risk relevant information and risky 
events. 
 
Nowadays, there is a broad category of SIEM technologies solutions. ISM offers 
specific capabilities for simple logging, logging and event management, threat 
management and incident response. 
 
The product is oriented to improve the cost/efficiency relation of the security 
operation process, it also improves the effectiveness of other IT functions and 
the support other organizations outside IT (Operations, Audit, Finance, Legal, 
HR and enterprise risk). 
 
The Intellitactics SIEM solution includes: 
 
Logging plus Event Management – Collect and manage the logs of the 
business in order to be compliant and secure.  
 
Compliance – Facilitates facing the audit performance with the internal policies, 
industry standards and regulatory standard. 
 
Threat Management – In order to improve the process, threat management 
offers a proactive analysis of events and alerts to reduce de risk level and the 
security related incidents. 
 
Incident Response – This tool helps to prevent incidents, but once an incident 
occurs, it functions automatically with reliable escalation of incidents, facilitates 
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incident investigation and active integration with other security management 
products for accelerated results 
2.2. Architecture 
 
Intellitactics Security Manager [13] is defined by a modular architecture. The 
modular architecture refers to the design of any system composed of separate 
components that can be connected together. The main benefit of modular 
architecture is that you can replace or add any one component (module) without 
affecting the rest of the system.  
 
On an ISM environment, each module is isolated and uses a secure channel to 
communicate with other module. The fact of use modular architecture improves 
the scalability and the data security of the system. 
 
2.2.1. Logical Architecture 
 
The logical architecture as we can see on Fig 7, defines the data flow since the 
data is collected through the report is delivered to the business staff. Its layers 
try to explain the performance of the tool. 
 
 
Fig 7. Intellitactics Logical Architecture, Source: Intellitactics [8] 
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The devices/applications generate information about its utilization; these 
devices/applications are configured to send this information to the event 
management system. 
 
In the first layer (events), the data recollected is normalized. Each raw data point 
becomes an event, in order to be managed through the Event Viewer and 
Visual Analysis  
 
Fig 8,  On the image each  sphere represent event fields (user_id, Type, 
Target_hostname, Target_IP), the size of the sphere is equivalent to events that 
match with this field, the lines indicate the interconnections of these events 
fields (entire event). These module is a useful tool to identify the controls to 
monitors. For example, if we are using the Visual Analysis to view the events 
generate by the proxy, and there is a sphere of considerable size on the event 
field (port TCP used that matches with one of the port used by EMule servers), 
then we can implement controls to supervises these connections a take the 
proper decisions to optimize the bandwidth utilization.          
 
 
Fig 8. Event Viewer and Visual Analysis 
 
The correlation rules are applied over these events. The analyst creates alerts 
based on the incoming event stream.  These alerts are managed through the 
java console.  
 
When an alert can not be treated with programmed workflows, this alert 
becomes to an incident. There is a module in charge to treat with incidents, 
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Incident Manager. The Incident Manager Fig 9 is an incident response tool that 
helps you track incidents through their lifecycle and effectively respond to them 
by: Creating incidents reports, viewing incidents report created by other users, 
taking ownership of an incident report and resolving the incident, setting priority 
of an incident report by setting a status level on the report, escalating or 
demoting an incident report to a different status,…The Incident Manager helps 
the business to take decisions at the tactical level. 
 
On the image below is showed the Incident Manager browser screen, as we 
can see, the home page indicate the incidents reported (in this case  none). On 
the right side of the panel we can appreciate that the incidents reports are 
classified by their status (Closed, Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 and Level 4) this 
status reflects the urgency and priority of the report, the higher the status level, 
the more urgent report.  
 
 
Fig 9. Incident Manager 
SAM is a management interface, equipped with security assurance metrics, that 
offers a consistent approach to generate and communicate metrics to business 
staff. As we can see on Fig 10 SAM is a very visual and indicative tool, ideal for 
the business staff. SAM helps the business to take decision at the strategical 
level. 
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Fig 10. Intellitactics SAM Graph types , Source: Intellitactics [9] 
2.2.2. Physical Architecture 
 
The physical architecture is primarily focuses on the main ISM’s modules, which 
are responsible for carrying out the functions described above, on the logical 
architecture. ISM has a modular architecture that allows improve the scalability 
as mentioned above.  We can appreciate the physical architecture on Fig 11. 
 
 
Fig 11. Intellitactics Physical Architecture, Source: Intellitactics [9] 
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The Data Acquisition (DA) server’s objective is collects all data as files and 
deposit them in the inbox. Data Acquisition is the method by which devices 
send their information to Security Manager. The Security Manager relies on 
generally “push-based” data transport using standard networking protocols and 
formats. In situations where agent-like acquisition is unavoidable, specific Data 
Acquisition services are deployed near the devices (EventMonitor). 
 
The Analytical Tiers (ATCL) uses correlation and escalation rules on events to 
find alerts. 
 
The Security Data Warehouse (SDW) is a heterogeneous storage solution 
designed for speed and efficiency. It provides “any time” data input from Event 
View, Visual Analysis, Alert Assessment, Incident Manager and the report 
generator.  Also, the SDW offers a historical repository for all raw and parsed 
data. It is comprised of file locations on a MySQL database.  
 
Security Operations Center Tier (SOC) acts like operational/administrator 
console, where the user can work in “real-time” with the incoming events and 
correlation rules.  
 
 
Fig 12 represents a physical architecture too, but showing a more graphical 
view of the intercommunication between the modules described above. 
 
 
Fig 12. Intellitactics Physical Architecture 2. Source: Intellitactics [5] 
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2.2.3. Domain Architecture 
 
The security manager uses authentication domain. A Domain is a group of 
computers that share a network resource database and have a common 
security normative. A domain has a primary domain controller (PDC) that 
performs as the resource and user manager for the whole domain. One or more 
workstations can act as a backup domain controller (BDC). The system trusts 
on the PDC or BDC to offer authentication services to users requesting access 
to host resources. Only users who have been validated by the PDC or BDC can 
access to resources provided by servers in the domain 
 
The tool allows users to access their entire Security Manager infrastructure after 
logging once into the system.  
 
At the domain authentication are involved the following interfaces / services: 
 
• Control Service (CS) 
 
– The primary domain controller for access authentication 
– Contains a list of all its domain members  
 
• Operations Console (OC) –Interface- 
 
–Provides client-side protection. 
–Allows only a view mode. 
 
• Administrative Console (AC) –Interface- 
 
–Has access controls 
–Allows users to monitor and configure 
 
2.2.3.1. Control Service (CS) 
 
At ISM the CS acts as a domain controller for the access authentication. It 
contains a record of all its domain users. Also it’s in charge of enforcing access 
controls, monitors permissions and level of access. 
 
The CS it’s also responsible for managing user’s password. 
 
2.2.3.2. Security Manager Interfaces 
 
The ISM Administration and Operations Consoles are the interfaces for Security 
Manger. 
 
The Administrations console is used for Security Manager Configuration, such 
as user and group management, as well as enabling or disabling device 
monitoring. 
 
In other hand it is an Operations Console used by the analyst to review, 
investigate and escalate alerts according with the established rule criteria.  
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2.2.3.2.1. Operations Console (OC) 
 
The OC is used by the security professionals to view the alerts generated and 
investigate them. 
 
Through the OC the analyst can escalate alerts based on the preset criteria. 
The OC can also generate reports with these alerts occurred on a certain period 
of time. 
 
2.2.3.2.2. Administration Console (AC) 
 
The Administration console has the same facilities that the Operations console 
(listen, above) but also it is capable of configure and monitor events and alert 
information. The AC is used to habilitate and disable device monitoring. 
2.3. Device Modeling Framework 
 
The Device Modeling Framework (DMF) normalizes the native data in the 
Inbox/Raw store to Lightweight Messaging Protocol (LMP) Messages in the 
parsed store.  
 
Once the raw data is collected, the Security Manager tool has to convert this 
data to normalized format (event). This step is necessary to facilitate the data 
treatment, and normalize the management operations. In a ISM Environment, 
the Device Modeling Framework Definition is a module that every 
device/application has to have; each DMFD is specialized on the data incoming 
from a specific device/application. 
  
2.3.1. DMF Definition 
 
Fig 13 shows an example of a DMFD model: 
 
Fig 13. Device Modeling Framework Definition (DMFD) Model,  
Source: Intellitactics [8] 
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2.4. Correlation and Alerts 
 
The correlations rules are used to create alerts, and supervise some events, in 
order to control the correct operation of the devices/applications. Some of these 
rules are designed to meet the legal and compliance requirements. There are 
others rules created to face some problems emerged from events that can 
affect the risk level of an organization. 
 
The alert can be created with correlation or escalation.  
 
Escalations are simple forms of correlation. These types of alerts are configured 
with simple conditions based on inbound event stream. Escalations are one-to-
one so, one event can only meet to one escalation. After an event matches with 
the escalation criteria, it stops. These types of alerts are very useful when we 
need to supervise some device criteria with no significant logic taken by 
Security Manager. 
 
Otherwise correlations create alerts focused on internal event characteristics or 
use properties from multiples events over time. Correlations are multiple to one, 
so one event can match as many correlations as are applicable. If event 
matches a correlation, alert is generated and event continues working through 
rest of correlations. 
 
With ISM environment, the analyst can configure four correlation primitives [6]:  
 
1. Match Correlation: also used by escalation. 
2. Rate Correlation: creating alerts based on high rate of inbound events.   
3. New Correlation: monitors events matching certain configurations over 
time and stores properties of these events in state. 
4. Scan Correlation: creates alert if threshold of unique secondary keys is 
observed having an association with a single primary key in the time 
window. 
 
2.5. Reporting System 
 
The Security Manager Reporting System offers the reports necessary for trend 
analysis, compliance, or forensics. This system also can provide network and 
security operations with the information required to proactively mitigate attacks 
and manage risk. 
 
The browser-based interface is a useful tool to review and report on alerts and 
events across the entire business network. 
 
The analyst can access to the Reporting System through the Administration 
Console (AC) or the Operation Console, as shown on Fig 14 and Fig 15. 
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Fig 14. Console navigation pane 
 
 
Fig 15. Reporting System Browser Windows 
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The parameters for the report are configurable, and then the analyst can 
change the properties of the report such as the delivery interval. 
 
 
Fig 16. Configuring reports parameter 
 
This chapter has showed functional modules of a ISM environment product 
chosen by GE to implement a centralized event environment. On the next 
chapter we will see the deployment of this tool at the bank and the 
implementation of the controls to monitor with this tool. 
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CHAPTER 3. IMPLEMENTING INTELLITACTICS 
PRODUCTS SOLUTION AT GE MONEY BANK 
 
The chapter 3 is the core of the TFC, on this section is explained how 
implement a centralized event management tool in a business. In this specific 
case, deploy Intellitactics Security Management (ISM) [13] tool at GE Money 
Bank (GEMB) and implement the proper controls to generate the necessaries 
alerts. 
 
In this section is developed the process followed to deploy the management 
tool. Since the phase when the business staff identify the requirements and 
issues that they need to meet, to the stage when the tool is already 
implemented and generate reports that compliance needs specified at the initial 
phase.  It is important to mention that the technical deployment exposed on the 
second phase is in charge of IT System Team. That is why this section is not 
oriented to the GE Money Bank deployment. The role of the author of the 
project was to help with the devices integration and the controls applied to 
monitor the events generated by these devices.    
 
To understand the functioning of the tool, and prove its capabilities,  starting on 
the third phase a control implemented is explained, Symantec AV- Virus Found. 
This control is one of the most complete processes applied with Intellitactics 
Security Manager. 
3.1. ISM  
 
To implement an Intellitactics solution on an organization there are 6 phases 
that every business has to follow, Fig 17 shows the correct order of these 
phases.   
 
The figure shows a cyclic process that shows a global view of the phases and 
their order. It is important to know that once the report is delivered to the 
corresponding staff, the process start over in order to improve the results and 
the process as itself. Phase 1 is not always necessary to execute more than 
once. 
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Fig 17. Implementation Methodology 
Each phase has sub-phases as shown on Fig 18 that define the entire concept 
of the process and the correct order to follow it. 
 
 
Fig 18. Implementation Methodology (Phases) 
3.2. Phase 0: Planning and consensus 
 
3.2.1. Define the security, legal and compliance issues 
 
At the beginning of the phase 0, The business arranged a meeting where 
attended the IT Security Chief officer, the IT Chief officer, and a person who 
represents each business area (Operations, Fraud, Finance, Marketing, Legal & 
Compliance, IT System and Collections). They are in charge of identify the 
alerts that they should supervise and the frequency that they need to review 
such alerts (Reports). 
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The main objective of the reunion was to answer why GEMB decided to deploy 
a Central Log Management tool? 
 
• The organization generates approximately 1.2 millions of logs per week 
(average): GE needs to take advantage of that logs, use them to make 
business controls and monitor information assets in order to identify trace 
risky activities, control non authorized access, detect suspicious or 
abnormal activities, and make real time correlation of events (Alerts). 
 
• Legal Requirements: Including internal policies, industry standards and 
legal regulations such as: HIPAA [20] Standards, LOPD regulations, PCI 
DSS [17], SOX [18] standards, etc… 
 
• Maintain certain types of logs in a secure environment: IT Security 
should become aware of the logs generated by technologies that are 
available to them in order to protect GE data, the fact of collect and 
analyze these logs helps Project team better design secure monitoring 
and reporting to safeguard GE information, as well as information 
belonging to our customers, partners and suppliers, from unauthorized or 
accidental modification, damage, destruction, or disclosure. 
 
• Facilitate incident response: A SIEM tool helps the operators track 
incidents through their lifecycle and effectively respond to them, reducing 
cost and efforts. 
 
• What’s happening in GE Money Bank IT environment: Analyzing network 
devices logs, corporate applications logs and servers or terminals logs, 
IT team optimize their monitoring controls and improve their incident 
response process. 
 
• Forensics: On the analysis of one log file or other operators can find 
clues to an attack or resolve some incident. These logs may be from 
users attempting to authenticate into various systems and applications 
such as database, corporate applications or VPN and OS. 
 
These are processes which GE Money Bank needed to monitor: Tygre is a 
corporate application used at the bank to manage the customers operations 
such as mortgages, Bluecoat is the product solution for the proxy, and the 
SecurePerfect is a physical access appliance. 
 
Table 4 Some alerts to monitor at GEMB 
Account Used from Multiple Hosts 
Bluecoat - Unauthorized web methods 
Maintain List of Recon Hosts 
RSA Failed Login Correlation 
Safeboot Creations 
Safeboot - 3 Database logon failures within 24 hours 
Safeboot - Password changed twice within 24 hours 
Safeboot - Password reset twice within 24 hours 
Safeboot - Server Restart 
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Safeboot - Server Stopped 
Safeboot Booted Non-Secure 
Safeboot Booted from Floppy 
Safeboot Deletions 
Safeboot Successful Database Logon 
SecurePerfect - Large number of changes 
SecurePerfect - Maintain Badge list assigned to users 
SecurePerfect - Multiple access 
SecurePerfect - Update physical access list 
SecurePerfect Active Provisional Badges 
Symantec Antivirus AV Scans 
Symantec Antivirus AV Virus Definitions File Update Alert 
Symantec Antivirus Stop Scans 
Symantec Antivirus Virus Found 
Tygre - Bank Account Changes 
Tygre - Changes of ACL from Read-only to Full Access in a role 
Tygre - Large number of changes in bank accounts 
Tygre - New Access To Signatures 
Tygre - New Access to Special Profiles 
Tygre - Profile Changes Per User 
Tygre - Temporal, special or old profile assigned 
Tygre - critical profiles, roles or ACL assigned 
Tygre - large number of certificates 
Tygre - large number of changes in 1 hour 
 
Also they made an agreement about how much they would invest to ensure 
meet  these needs. This amount is confidential information which I do not have 
any way to access to, and also I consider an irrelevant data to mention in this 
project. 
 
At these meeting the business staff has analyzed the most important criteria to 
know before choose the adequate central logs management product sets: 
 
• Trusted partnerships with leading vendors in the security space. 
• Products are best of breed. 
• Products easy to deploy and configure. 
• Products using flexible web based access. 
• Secure protocols for protection of data. 
• 100 percent fully supported. 
• Multiple reporting options (SMS, email, CSV, PDF, HTML…) 
• CTQs (Critical to Quality) 
 
After a throughout market analysis, the product solution chosen by GEMB was 
Intellitactics Security Manager (ISM). Intellitactics Inc. represents one of the 
leader vendors in the security space, as is outlined on section 1.2. Its 
functionalities meet all the requirements demanded by GE Money Bank, and 
also its deployment cost is acceptable considering the previous estimation price 
discussed on the business staff reunion. Is important to mention that the partner 
that distributes Intellitactics product solution at Spain, TB Security [ 21], is a 
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known partner in the company thanks to years of experience providing support 
to the IT Security area at GE. 
 
3.6.1.1 Deployment applied : Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found  (Phase 0.0) 
 
There are legal regulations which every organization must meet including GE 
Money Bank; one of them is the PCI Data Security Standards Requirement 5 
which say: Use and regularly update anti-virus software. This requirement 
includes the notification of any active malware or virus that has been detected 
on a host [17]. 
 
Malware or malicious software is a threat to any systems and data. This type of 
threat can include viruses, spyware, adware and root-kits. The purpose of anti-
virus and anti-malware software is to prevent these types of threats from getting 
on the hosts and in to the data. 
 
At GE Money Bank the anti-virus solution deployed is Symantec Center 
System. Symantec provides malware prevention and removal during a 
subscription period. It uses signatures and heuristics to identify viruses. The 
logs generate by the antivirus will be used to create the alerts with ISM tool.  
 
3.2.2. Meeting with Intellitactics Partnership 
 
As is outlined on the last section, GE Money Bank staff choose ISM as the best 
product solution to deploy as central event management tool.  The next step 
was to arrange a meeting with Intellitactics partnership, in this specific case, the 
reunion was with the business partner of Intellitactics in Spain, TB Security. At 
this meeting both parts made an agreement which details the business events 
to monitor by the tool, and scheduled the pilot deployment. 
 
Also was specified the team that going to work on the deployment and their 
functions. The next table shows some of the task outlined in this meeting: 
 
Table 5 Tasks pendent to review (phase 0) 
ISM – GEMB Environment 
Contact 
Angel G. 
David E. 
Josep R. 
Alex Q. 
Objective Complete integration of the ISM platform and the right connectivity from all the terminal consoles to ISM server. 
Task 
Description State 
T1. Review the FW rules (GEMB) Pendent  
T2. Review and change the  LAN’s IP  (GEMB – TB·Sec) Pendent  
T3. Review  the Syslog-NG service (TB·Sec) Pendent  
T4. Review the security level (TB·Sec) Pendent  
T5. Review the services that need to be started (TB·Sec) Pendent  
T6.  Create a no-admin user to IT (GEMB) to send the logs to 
TB·Sec (TB·Sec) 
Pendent  
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T7.  Create passwords and authentication certificates to the logs 
sending (TB·Sec) 
Pendent  
T8. Create a document where is explained how integrate all the 
devices logs of the project (TB·Sec) 
Pendent  
*Source: GEMB Documents 
 
3.6.1.2 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 0.1) 
 
To monitor all the processes the Security Manager needs the logs sent by the 
Symantec AV, these logs must provide the following information at minimum: 
hostname source, timestamp, date, time, alert generated, virus name and virus 
type. Then the analyst will be able to correlate events and create alerts through 
the Administration console of the Security Manager. 
 
As we can see on Fig 19 the parameters that need the Security Manager, can 
be programmed by Symantec Center System, on the screenshot is showed an 
alert message created with the desired parameters: 
 
 
Fig 19. Symantec System Center, alert message creation 
 
Intellitactics offers the solutions for every day compliance providing a simple 
way to monitor the effectiveness of controls and provides audit worthy reports 
that demonstrate the standard of due care. On Fig 20 we can appreciate the 
different reports which ISM [13] has, all these report are separate on different 
folders according to the type of alert which reports (Controls reports, 
Compliance reports, Security Environment reports, GEMB custom reports, 
among others).  
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Fig 20 ISM defaults reports and GEMB Reports 
 
3.3. Phase 1: ISM Environment Installation 
 
The phase 1 was basically performed by IT System team, they was responsible 
for the technical support of the project deployment. At GE the information 
managed by different business areas are complicated to access to. This Phase 
is explained as well as we can but is important  to remember that  the author 
role on this project was help to apply the controls to monitor at the ISM 
environment. It will be used the shared data of the project deployment to 
support some of the points outlined at this section. 
 
3.3.1. Resources Required 
 
A thorough analysis of the resources was required for the installation of an ISM 
environment. The tool must be capable to accomplish the requirements of 
GEMB, discussed in phase 0, and also be a robust, efficient and reliable tool. 
 
The number of servers, the speed, reliability, storage capacity and productivity 
of these servers, etc, are some of the points that should be discussed in this 
phase.  
 
TB Sec had to know the resources needed for the properly functioning of the 
management tool. Once they know the dimensions of the business and the 
average of logs per day they need to calculate the needed resources in order to 
have a scalable system and optimize its functioning. On Fig 21 shows the 
architecture for multiple facilities or environment, as we can see  for each 
regional facility is a DA server and a SDW allowing only to access to the events 
but not alerts, all the alerts, correlations rules are  treated on the Main facility 
where is the ATCL. The regional facilities use SCP (Secure Copy Protocol) over 
TCP to transfer the information.  
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Fig 21. Architecture for multiple facilities or environments, Source: GE 
Documents 
 
 
3.3.2. Finance Team 
 
At this phase the Finance team of GE Money Bank must arrange a meeting with 
the Intellitactics partnership (TB Security). In this meeting the partnership 
should reports about the cost of the resources needed for the installation, with 
the prior overview of the estimated price specified at the initial phase. 
 
As it is mention before this amount is confidential information which the author 
of this project does not has any way to access to, and also considers an 
irrelevant data to mention in this project. 
 
 
3.3.3. IT System Team 
 
With this meeting the Intellitactics analyst will coordinate and schedule with the 
IT System Team the installation and the location of the management tool 
servers. Also they will discuss about the configuration for the firewall ports. 
 
The IT System Team has to offer technical support in order to maintain the ISM 
Environment working properly. For these reasons they need to set an 
agreement with the Intellitactics specialist. 
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Fig 22 shows the interconnection of the different modules of an ISM 
environment, using the communication ports (protocols). 
 
 
Fig 22 Intellitactics communications protocols (ports), Source: Intellitactics [7] 
 
All the information exchanged between any ISM’s module, has to be transmitted 
over a secure channel. SSH protocol -TCP/22- provides the confidentiality and 
integrity to the data exchanged.  
 
The source systems or devices communicate with DA Server through different 
protocols depending on the collections method used. The collections method 
determines the protocol/port utilized. In case of use real-time collection the 
data can be transmitted using SNMP over TCP -TPC/162-. For scheduled 
collections, the DA server can enable a port to make queries to an Oracle 
Database -TCP/1521- to the source application. And for events collectors 
(daemons), the protocol used will depend on the software used as daemon. 
 
The logs are transmitted from the DA Sever to the SDW (Security Data 
Warehouse), through the SCP (Secure Copy Protocol) –TCP/22-. The DA 
server uses the Secure LMP (Lightweight Messaging Protocol) –TCP/9313, 
9317, 9312, 9316- to exchange message with the parsed logs through events 
streams with the SDW. And also use the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 
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Protocol) over TCP –TCP/636- to make queries and modify directory services to 
the SDW. 
 
The Analytical Tier (ATCL) needs the events and logs information stored at the 
SDW to create alerts and reports, for this purpose uses LDAP (queries), MySQL 
(queries), Secure LMP (transmit Events), and SCP (transmit logs).  
 
With the Visualization Engine (SOC) the analyst can consults the events 
generated that are archived at the SDW, the alerts and reports created by the 
ATCL (LDAP, MySQL, Secure LMP). 
 
The Administration/Operation consoles are the interfaces between the analyst 
and the ISM environment, then they need to interchange events and logs 
information with the SDW (where the events, logs, alerts, correlation rules, and 
reports are stored), ATCL (is where the correlation rules are applied), and the 
SOC (where the analyst visualizes all the management operations and events) 
using Secure LMP, LDAP and access to Web service to visualize the reports 
and use the Incident Manager.    
 
3.3.4. Pilot Deployment 
 
Objectives: 
 
• Run the deployment as if it was full scale. 
• Analyze the result, get feedback from users. 
• Modify and refine your deployment plan accordingly. 
• Ensure that the system works properly in the business environment. 
• Ensure that the design meets the business requirements. 
• Test the deployment process.  
 
It is time to perform a pilot deployment on GE production network. A pilot 
deployment prior to a full rollout is essential, because in most cases it will be 
impossible for the Intellitactics partnership to accurately simulate every aspect 
of the business network.  The pilot for any central event system including 
Intellitactics Security Manager represents almost all the deployment, because 
the ISM modules have to be deployed to collect logs and apply the correlations 
rules. The difference between the pilot and the whole deployment is the 
numbers of devices integrated to test the efficiency of the tool. When GE 
decided to deploy a pilot, the business staff was pretty sure about the decision 
to implement the whole system.   
 
 
3.3.5. Deployment 
 
Once the pilot is deployed, is not complicated make the entire deployment of 
the Centralized Event and Correlation System. Depending on the decisions 
taken at the previous phases (numbers of devices to integrate, the alerts that 
the organization needs, reports, etc) will be necessary have different servers to 
implement the different ISM’s modules. 
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The IT Security team, IT System team and the Intellitactics Security partnership 
have to work together at the deployment. The IT System team must offer the 
technical support and the communication infrastructure required to the 
hardware deployment.  
 
3.4. Phase 2: Devices Integration 
 
3.4.1. Devices and applications logs configuration 
 
On this section the ISM environment is already installed at GEMB, now is 
necessary to coordinate the logs generated by the business devices and the 
applications with the management tool. Then the devices are ready to address 
the right logs to the tool. In this phase also is necessary to standardize all these 
logs. 
Depending the device, is required some logs or others, and for each one of then 
is necessary certain level of detail on the log information. For example, if we 
want to report about the bandwidth utilization, we need to collect the internet 
access logs generated by the proxy (also configure the proxy, to specify the 
connection protocol used).  Another example is configure the Windows Event 
Viewer to store only the events that we need. 
 
Starting on this phase I will explain the deployment of the central event 
management tool at GE Money Bank using one of the controls implemented 
with this tool, because I consider this example one of the most complete 
processes. 
3.6.1.3 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 2.0) 
 
Symantec Center System has an event register called Alert Management 
System (ASM) that centralize the events collected from the different hosts and 
allows export. 
The ASM also receive logs of threats detected by the Symantec Antivirus 
clients. This Symantec tool can generate the following events: 
 
• Configuration change 
• Symantec Antivirus startup/shutdown 
• Scan Start/Stop 
• Risk Repair Failed 
• Risk Repaired 
• Virus Definitions File Update 
• Virus Found 
 
To configure these events is necessary open the Symantec System Center 
make a right click on the server group, select All Tasks  AMS  Configure as 
shown in Fig 23. 
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Fig 23. Configuring a event forwarding through the AMS 
 
Then press the Configure button with Virus Found selected as show in Fig 24 
and it will bring up a screen similar to Fig 25. 
 
 
Fig 24. Configuring Virus Found event message 
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Fig 25. Configuring Virus Found event message II 
As we can see, we can specify the logging format of the Windows Event here 
and that by default there is not a lot of information provided. We shall customize 
the logging format to include every one of the fields seen on the right in a 
specific order for our support. First select all the text in the Alert message field 
and delete it, next replace it with the below text: 
 
Alert: <Alert Name> 
Action: <Actual Action> 
Computer: <Computer Name> 
Date: <Date> 
Time: <Time> 
File_Path: <File Path> 
Logger: <Logger> 
Requested_Action: <Requested Action> 
Severity: <Severity> 
Source: <Source> 
User: <User> 
Virus: <Virus Name> 
 
We need to rename the above action to something more meaningful to the 
event management environment. The configuration screen should look similar 
to the below screenshot. 
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Fig 26. Writing an event Message 
The correct log message is configured as we can see on Fig 27 and will be 
collected by the Security Manager to implement the proper controls. 
 
 
Fig 27. Symantec System Center configuration 
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3.4.2. Documenting logs 
 
Now the devices are configured correctly, and they start to create logs. The 
Intellitactics Analyst has to document all the logs information that recollects the 
management tool, because. It is important to know its source, location, 
translation, definition, generation intervals (if apply), etc. This information will be 
useful to create each DMFD to normalize these incoming logs. 
3.6.1.4 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 2.1) 
 
The incoming logs from Symantec Antivirus are collected from the server 
“Electro” which has the features explained Fig 28. 
 
 
Fig 28. Documenting the location of the log. Source: GE Documents 
 
3.4.3. Collecting logs 
 
Regulators and auditors requirements must be compliance collecting and 
retaining the logs generated at the business environment.  
 
ISM collects logs from many applications and devices such as: Firewalls, OS 
Events, Network Devices (Routers, VPNs, Sniffers),IDSS / IPSS (Network & 
Host), Antivirus, Proxy & Usage Monitoring Systems, vulnerability Management 
Systems, Databases & SANs, Unique Application Controls  
 
Data is collected and written to files using either [8]: 
 
• OS Tools 
o Syslog-ng: is a standard for forwarding log messages in an IP 
network 
o Samba (SMB): Samba provides file and print services for various 
Microsoft Windows clients 
o FTP (File Transfer Protocol) 
 
• Security Manager Listeners 
o SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol): is an Internet standardd for 
electronic mail (e-mail) transmission across Internet Protocol (IP) 
networks. 
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o SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol): is used in network 
management systems to monitor network-attached devices for 
conditions that warrant administrative attention. 
o DB (Data Base) 
o File  
o LMP (Lightweight Messaging Protocol) 
 
3.6.1.5 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 2.2) 
  
Fig 29 is the DA used to collect the ALL logs coming from the Symantec 
Antivirus (red rectangle). As I mentioned before each device/application has its 
own DA, where the logs are parsed. The picture also shows the Administration 
console main panel with all the DAs managed at GE Money Bank (green 
rectangle). 
 
 
Fig 29. DA server (AV input) 
 
The DA for AV input (Antivirus) has an Inbox monitor (where all the logs are 
intended), the parse file (DMFD, this module is explained in the next section), 
and a switcher that decides the destination of the event, if the parsed log is 
already stored. Is important to mention that the information collected with the 
DA, will be used to create the alerts in the phase 4. 
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3.5. Phase 3: Device Modeling Framework Definition 
(DMFDs) 
 
3.5.1. Raw Logs 
 
The logs generated by organization devices are considered raw log, because 
do not have a similar format. When these logs are collected and stored at the 
inbox manager, they have their native format. The Security Management 
System has to translate all these log into a same format to apply the same 
correlations rules and operations. 
3.6.1.6 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 3.0) 
 
The native logs are stored on the Inbox Monitor Fig 30. 
 
 
Fig 30. Inbox Monitor 
The Fig 31 is a screenshot that shows one of the raw logs generated by 
Symantec Antivirus: 
 
 
Fig 31. Raw log from Inbox Monitor 
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3.5.2. Normalized events 
 
As is outlined above in chapter one, once the log is normalized, it is become 
into an event. The DA has modules which uses event modeling definition, to 
parse the logs. This is an example for an event modeling definition: 
 
 
Fig 32. Sample of Event Modeling 
The bellow figure is a table used to model an event,  includes the fields of the 
events (field), the type of data that will be stored in this field (type), if this event 
field can be NULL (null), if this event field will be used as a key to create alerts 
(Key) and specify the default value of these event field (default). 
 
3.5.3. DMFD 
 
The Device Modeling framework is in charge to normalize the raw logs collected 
to treat like an event (with the same format for all of them). Each 
device/application will have at least one DMF Definition (DMFD) to facilitate this 
task.  A DMFD is a multi-step process utilizing Regular Expressions, key 
mappings, and transformations.  
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3.6.1.7 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 3.1 and 
3.2) 
 
The Parse File performs the DMFD functions.  
 
Fig 33. DA (AV Input) 
 
As is shown in the screenshot of Fig 34, the Parse File uses keys to transform 
the log into a regular expression, where the fields are defined with the same 
pattern for all of them.  All the incoming log from Symantec, stored on the Inbox 
Monitor have a definition in this file. 
 
 
 
Fig 34. DMFD for the Symantec logs 
 
The following image shows a log parsed correctly after apply the DMF 
definition: 
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Fig 35. Parsed Log 
 
3.6. Phase 4: Event correlation 
 
3.6.1. Alert Creation 
 
It is of considerable importance to manage and store all the usual events that 
the business needs to review in order to ensure their own safety and legal 
compliance. These alerts are a consequence of some pre-existing finite 
knowledge of the attack. But the business also has some specifics requirements 
which need an alert creation because it is not a usual event to review.  
 
The main objective of this phase is manage and store the specifics events that 
generates  alerts  which meet the business requirements specified on phase 0.  
 
With Intellitactics Management tool the analyst can create three types of alert: 
 
1. Correlated Alert 
2. Escalated Alert 
3. Recorrelated Alert 
3.6.1.8 Correlated Alert 
 
• Correlates some events, and plays with the conditional circumstances of 
these events to generate the alert. 
 
3.6.1.9 Escalated Alert 
 
• Relies on the knowledge and recognition of normal activity over time 
 
• Calculates threat levels though weighting of real-time & historical data 
about the asset and the attack. 
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3.6.1.10 Recorrelated Alert 
 
• These alerts are also named Second grade correlated alerts. 
 
• Is a kind of mix with the Correlated and the Escalated Alerts, because 
the role of these alerts is to analyze some specifics events based on 
statistical and conditional data. 
 
3.6.1.11   Escalated alert creation example  
 
On the Administration console, to create a test event escalation, go to the 
ATCL: Configuration -> Alert Creation ->Event Escalation (Customer). Use 
one of the existing escalation rules to view the options and choose ‘Add 
Device Specific Event Escalation’ as is showed on the screen Fig 36. 
 
 
Fig 36. Escalation Sample 
 
The title has to be specified in the ‘Displayed Label’ field. Using the ‘Inbound 
Filter -> Match’ table is possible configure a filter based on the event_id of 
interest (some knowledge of the event_id’s from the device is required). The 
event_id’s from squid proxy events start with the word ‘http’, configuring  a rule 
as is showed on  Fig 37, the tool generates alerts when an incoming proxy log 
start with the word ‘http’. 
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Fig 37. Escalation Sample 2 
 
If the event escalation is configured correctly, the alerts can be reviewed 
through the SOC,  as we can see on Fig 38. 
 
 
Fig 38.  Escalation Sample 3 
 
3.6.2. Correlation 
The event correlation tries to relate different sources information in order to 
detect anomalies that threaten the business security posture. At this phase all 
the information collected by the DA had been normalized into events. These 
events have different sources, such as firewalls, proxys, IDSS, network devices, 
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databases, physical access, AD, etc. The main feature of the SIEM tools is to 
manage a large amount of different information and relate them. 
 
Each event captures something special (from the event source standpoint) that 
happened in the domain of interest to the Security Manager. 
 
An event may convey an alert or report an incident. A simple event can be 
related with another one to create an alert. 
 
3.6.1.12 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 4.1) 
 
Through the Administration console the analyst can create alerts, manage and 
modify the alerts that are already created. 
 
The screenshot shown on Fig 39 displays some of the alerts created with Event 
correlation. The red rectangle indicates the alert which is being analyzed in this 
example. 
 
 
Fig 39. Event Correlation (main panel) 
   
Once the alert “Symantec Antivirus Virus Found” is selected, the parameters 
that specify the input filter configuration appear. As shown on Fig 40, all the 
events which starts with “symantec_av” and end with “leave alone” or 
“quarantine”  will be considers alerts, and will be saved to create a report.  
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Fig 40. Event correlation for "Virus Found" I 
 
 
Fig 41. Event Correlation for "Virus Found" II 
 
All event that matches with the correlations condition has to be registered, and 
stored as an alert. To identify this alerts, there is an alert_registration_id as we 
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can see on Fig 42, this number will be useful to the Security Manager for the 
report creation.  
 
 
Fig 42. Alert generation for “Virus Found” 
 
3.7. Phase 5: Reports 
 
3.7.1. Reports 
 
The last phase of the process is communicate to the business about the event 
collections, correlations and alerts generated, with the main objective of 
reporting and policy monitoring to support regulatory compliance initiatives.  It is 
relevant to reflect at the report the answers or results about the prior 
requirements that the business specified on the initial phase. The reports are 
useful to save the business staff time and reduce audit costs.  
3.6.1.13 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 5.0) 
 
To see the reports created, the Security Manager has a section on the main 
panel of the Administration console Fig 43. 
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Fig 43. Main panel (Security Manager Reports) 
 
The Reporting System shows all the programmed reports, as we can see it is 
possible modify the time intervals to generate the reports and the detector zone 
Fig 44. 
 
 
 
Fig 44. Reports 
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At the end of this phase, the report has to be delivered to the business staff 
interested. The report shows the alerts generated by Symantec which matches 
with “Virus Found”, and their sources. To follow the data privacy policy of GE 
Money Bank the source name is not completely shown Fig 45. 
 
 
Fig 45 Report Symantec AV- Virus Found 
 
3.7.2. Compliance 
 
The main objective of the report is to compliance the initial business needs 
evolving the process of collecting and correlating events to upgrade the security 
information control, manage risk from control breaches and reduce risk from 
technical control failures. 
 
3.7.3. Feedback 
 
In the final phase the objective is to obtain the maximum data from the event 
management tool and use it to improve the business process and reduce the 
risk level in regard to sensitive information. 
3.6.1.14 Deployment applied: Symantec Antivirus, Virus Found (phase 5.2) 
 
The reports with the virus found are delivered to the IT Security team. They 
have to arrange a meeting with the IT System Team to repair or replace the 
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terminals infected. It is important to solve this problem as soon as possible to 
ensure the business continuity.  
 
Sometime there is alert that must be reported immediately occurs; this is the 
case of a infected server (detector). The picture shows an alert generated by a 
Trojan found in an application server Fig 46. 
 
 
Fig 46. Alert 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
The thesis has sought to reflect the importance of centralize, collect and 
correlate events. The Security Information and Event Management systems 
enhances the value of an existing security infrastructure by consolidating and 
archiving log and event data from across the organization.  An efficient solution 
as a central event management tool helps to contain the growing-cost of the 
audits controls, reducing the investment on security and compliance 
technologies, improve the efficiency of the forensic investigations and minimize 
the incident response time.    
 
GE Money Bank as finance entity needed to manage the large amount of 
events generated by the security-points technologies (Antivirus, Proxy, 
IDSS/IPSS, Firewall), network devices, OS, databases, physical access, and 
the corporate applications (Tygre, Cobra or Koala). The manual monitoring of 
these events turn the environment intractable and difficult to prioritize. 
Intellitactics Security Manager was the product solution deployed at GEMB. The 
current release of Intellitactics Security Manager contains user interface 
improvements and expanded, predefined functionality that reduces deployment 
and the support labor. 
 
The deployment and implementation of a central event management system at 
the GEMB is a total success. The tool receives all the logs generated at the 
company (approximately 1.2 millions of event per week), generates the 
programmed report and is used to reduce the audit cost and reduce the IT team 
efforts and time helping them to track incidents through their lifecycle and 
effectively respond to them. 
 
Implementing the controls to monitor at GEMB with Intellitactics Security 
Manager was a throughout assessments in this project. It collects the right logs 
and create the adequate alerts in order to meet the prior requirements was not 
an easy task because the supervision and the specifications of these processes 
mostly depend of others business areas. Nowadays the tool collects all the logs 
required on the initial phase of the project, most controls needed are already in 
production. There are new controls to monitor with the management tool arisen 
when the users know the capabilities of the system. The IT security department 
is working on these new controls and improving  the existing ones.  
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GLOSSARY 
 
AC:   Administration Console 
ATCL:  Analytical Tier 
AV:   Antivirus  
CERT: Computer Emergency Response Team 
CS:  Control Service 
CTQ:  Critical to Quality  
DA:  Data Acquisition  
DSS:  Data Security standards 
DMF:  Device Modeling Framework 
DMFD: Device Modeling Framework   
ESM:  Event Security Manager  
FISMA: Federal Information Security Management 
GE:  General Electric  
GEMB: General Electric Money Bank  
GLBA: Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act 
HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
IDSS:  Intrusion Detection Security System  
IEC:  International Electrotechnical Commission 
IPSS:  International Packet Switched Service 
ISM:  Intellitactics Security Manager 
ISO:  International Organization of Standardization 
IT:  Information Technology  
LOPD: Ley Orgánica de Protección de Datos 
MARS: Monitoring, Analysis, and Response System 
NERC: North American Electric Reliability Corporation  
OC:  Operation Console 
PCI:  Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 
SDW:  Security Data Warehouse 
SEM:  Security Event Management 
SIEM:  Security Information and Event  Management 
SIM:  Security Information Management 
SOC:  Security Operational Center 
SOX:  Sarbanes-Oxley  
SSIM:  Symantec Security Information Manager 
TD:  Terminal Detector 
TE:  Terminal Event 
VPN:  Virtual Private Network 
OS:  Operating System 
TB Sec: TB Security 
LAN:  Local Area Network 
AMS:  Alert management System 
SSH:  Secure Shell 
SCP:  Secure Copy Protocol 
LDAP: Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
LMP:  Lightweight Messaging Protocol 
DB:  Database 
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Annex 1: Product Leaders of SIEM Market 
 
RSA (enVision) 
 
The RSA enVision 3-in-1 [15] environment provides an effective security 
information and event management (SIEM) and log management solution that 
collects and analyzes large amounts of data in real-time. 
  
The main features of RSA enVision 3-in-1 solution are: simplify compilance, 
enhance security and optimize IT and network operations. 
 
RSA enVision Platform Architecture 
 
As we see on Fig 47 shows the security manager environment architecture with 
the objective to have a full vision of the deployment and the stages of a 
process. 
 
 
Fig 47. RSA enVsion Architecture, Source: RSA 
 
Collect  
 
The RSA envision uses a database technology designed for unstructured log 
data, LogSmart IPDB. With this technology solution the application can 
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efficiently collects all the data from all enterprise IP devices without the need to 
filtering, normalizing or data reduction. 
 
The installation is quick and non-invasive, as a result of not using device agents 
for the acquisition of all log data, which are also disruptive to deploy and 
maintain, consume host cycles, and increase the attack risk level.  
 
Manage 
The Log Smart IPDB is in charge of delivering the information in real-time, that 
fact helps to reduce the operational cost with economical appliance and storage 
utilization. Installation and expansion is performed without interrupting 
operations and a hot-standby server configuration delivers non-stop collection 
for best-of-breed availability and fault-tolerance to ensure that log data is always 
captured - and preserved. 
 
Analyze 
   
The data collected from the devices/applications are available only for that 
particular enterprise and it can be accessed from any particular geographic 
location. This data is protected with a role-based access. Automated analysis 
begins as data is collected, with simultaneous intelligent inspection for rapid 
alerting. Once the RSA envision platform is operational, a taxonomy structure 
conforms a device message. 
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ArcSight 
 
The ArcSight SIEM Platform [10] includes software and appliances for: 
 
• Event Collections 
• Log Management 
• Event Management 
• Compliance Automation 
• Identity Monitoring 
 
Integrated Set of Products 
 
The ArcSight SIEM Platform includes products for event collection, real time 
event management, log management, automatic response, and compliance 
reporting. Becoming the solution for industries when in need of managing their 
facilities, monitor security and reduce business risks. On Fig 48 we can 
appreciate the hierarchy of the modules mentioned above. 
 
 
Fig 48. ArcSight architecture, source ArcSight [10] 
Event Collection 
 
ArcSight connectors are the ideal interface to insulate the management, 
compliance and security from the technologies choices for the devices / 
application. These connectors can translate the collected raw logs into a data 
normalized with the same format. ArcSight Connectors produce a single 
structure for searching, correlating, and reporting on event information.  With 
this feature the management tool is robust against changes and new network 
technologies. 
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Fig 49. Layer 1: Connectors, Source: ArcSight [10] 
Log Management 
 
The ArcSight Logger is the ArcSight log management product.  It has appliance 
for storing, managing and reporting log data. If the hard disk capacity allows, 
may be stored 35 TB of log information. This product provides the facility of 
search and reporting as well as SNMP, via email or a web interface.    
 
Unlike other log management products, ArcSight Logger provides a deeper 
analysis from alerts and reports to the source events behind the alert or report. 
This fact benefits the customers who need only a simple alerting for “forensics 
on the fly”.  
 
ArcSight Logger can be deployed on its own, or with the ArcSight ESM and 
ArcSight Connectors. 
 
The ArcSight PCI Logger contains all of the log management features 
described, plus pre-built reports, rules, and alerts mapped directly to the PCI 
DSS requirements.  The appliance can be installed in a single-box configuration 
or with the connectors separately, this is ultimately customer’s decision. 
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Fig 50. Layer 2: Logging engine, Source: ArcSight [10] 
 
Automatic Response 
 
When ArcSight ESM finds a potential problem via event correlation, the 
ArcSight Threat Response Manager (TRM) starts to perform. This tool can offer 
analysts with workflow-driven advice for containing or solve the problem.  
 
ESM is available as an appliance (ArcSight ESM E7100), it can be deployed on 
its own or with ArcSight Logger and ArcSight Connectors. By using ESM and 
ArcSight Logger together, customers can discover problems in real time, and 
compare those to records of data for more contexts. 
 
Automatic Discovery 
 
ArcSight uses two products to help discovering behaviors defined subtle and 
complex – ArcSight Pattern Discovery and ArcSight Interactive Discovery. The 
Discovery products explore event log data and apply sophisticated 
mathematical algorithms to find malicious and discreet behavior on the devices 
at any organization.  
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Fig 51. Layer 3: Discovery, Source: ArcSight [10] 
 
Compliance Automation 
 
ArcSight Compliance Insight Packages are the ideal appliance to automate the 
manual compliance controls.  These modules work with pre-packaged rules and 
alerting reports, mapped with   specific regulations and pre defined by industry 
standards.    
 
Fig 52. Layer 4: Compliance and reports, Source: ArcSight [10] 
 
Identity Monitoring 
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ArcSight IdentityView is a module which is oriented to help organizations 
understand who is on their network, the data that they are seeing, and what 
they are doing with this data. IdentityView leverages the user and role 
information stored in corporate directories and managed by Identity and Access 
Management systems. IdentityView correlates user activity with stored roles 
and rights information to ensure the compliance of the security controls. It also 
helps the analyst identifying problem scenarios early.  
 
 
Fig 53. Layer 4: Compliance and reports, Source: ArcSight [10] 
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Cisco Security Monitoring, Analysis and Response System 
(MARS) 
 
MARS [16] offers security monitoring for host applications and network devices 
supporting both Cisco and other vendors.  
 
Cisco Security MARS [16] has some features which meet most of the client’s 
demands, such as update knowledge of new Cisco IPS signatures, promote 
awareness of environment anomalies with network behavior analysis using 
NetFlow and syslog, offer simple access to audit compliance reports with more 
than 150 ready-to-use customizable reports. 
 
Another benefits is the capability of integrate with the Cisco Security Manager to 
correlate security events with the configured firewall rules and intrusion 
prevention system (IPS) signatures that can affect the security event.   
 
 
Intellitactics Security Manager (ISM) 
 
Intellitactics Security Manager (ISM) [9] analyzes data from a host of security 
data source, operating systems and applications, providing both real-time threat 
detection and the capability for historical analysis. On chapter 2 this tool is 
explained in detail.   
 
The product is oriented to improve the cost/efficiency relation of the security 
operation process, it also improves the effectiveness of other IT functions and 
the support other organizations outside IT (Operations, Audit, Finance, Legal, 
HR and enterprise risk). 
 
The Intellitactics SIEM solution includes: Logging plus Event Management, 
Compliance, Threat Management and Incident Response  
